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OBJECTIVE 1.0: SWBAT compare and contrast the definitions and applications of human
geography and physical geography.

Word Wall Words: Human Geography, Physical Geography, Map, Place, Region, Scale,
Space, Connections
Let’s Think Geographically!
As a human geography student, you will spend this entire year thinking geographically. You may be
curious to know what that actually means and now you are about to find out.
Geography is divided into two categories: ________________ geography and _____________ geography.
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY

Physical geographers want to know

Human geographers study where and why

where and why _________________________

_______________________________ are

occur.

located where they are.

Examples of topics studied:

Examples of topics studied:

STOP & CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING
In your own words, tell me the difference between physical geography and human geography.
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Guided Reading: Class Discussion
Case Study: Big Mac Attack (p.4)

As you read the case study “Big Mac Attack” on page 4 in the textbook, be prepared to answer the
following questions in class discussion:
 Why do you think fast food restaurants are clustered (grouped together) off the highway?

 Do you believe the globalization (spread) of McDonalds is a positive or negative movement? Why?

 If you worked for McDonalds, where would you want to build your restaurants? Why?

Guided Reading: Human Geography (p. 5)
Directions: Complete the following questions while reading through page 5 in your textbook. When
applicable, write in complete sentences.
1. What are the Greek roots of the word GEOGRAPHY?

2. The two main questions human geographers ask are ______________ and _______________.
3. The two categories geography is broken down into are _________________ ____________________
and _________________ ____________________.
4. Geographers use _________ basic concepts to explain why every place is unique:
_____________ and _____________________.
5. What are the three basic concepts that help geographers explain why the Earth’s has similar features?

